Data Science Programming Bootcamp

Learn the basics Python, R and SAS!

FIVE DAY EVENT – Open to all Faculty and Graduate Students\(^1\)

WHEN – All days meet 9-3:

**MONDAY AUGUST 12** – R BASICS with Lili Zhang, Analytics and Data Science Ph.D. student

**TUESDAY AUGUST 13** – PYTHON BASICS with Andy Henshaw, Analytics and Data Science Ph.D. student

**WEDNESDAY AUGUST 14** – SAS BASICS with Shashank Hebbar, Analytics and Data Science Ph.D. student

**THURSDAY AUGUST 15** – WORKING WITH PYTHON and SAS (SASPy) with Shashank Hebbar, Analytics and Data Science Ph.D. student

**FRIDAY AUGUST 16** – Minihackathon using PYTHON, SAS and R.

WHERE – Analytics and Data Science Institute (Suite 2400 Town Point)

Registration is free for KSU students\(^1\) – but seats are limited.

Contact Cara Reeve - cmisurac@kennesaw.edu – to register.

\(^1\) The cost of the programming Bootcamp is $500 for non-KSU students.